We are honoured to host the 14th International Conference on the Durability of Building Materials and Components from 29th to 31st May, 2017, in Ghent, Belgium. This International Conference is the 14th Meeting of the well-known and prestigious DBMC Conferences that take place every 3 years. The intent of hosting these conferences is to bring together those concerned about durability of building materials and components and thus provide a forum for discussion of the most recent research and practice in this domain.
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Lonely Planet: ranked 7th of must-see cities (2011)
“Small enough to feel cosy but big enough to stay vibrant”

National Geographic: ranked 3rd out of 109 authentic destinations (2008)
CONFERENCE DOMAINS

Durability of Materials, Systems and Components
Building Physics and Durability
Service Life Planning and Prediction Methodologies
Building Pathology
Asset and Maintenance Management
Durability and Sustainable Construction
Historical and Old Buildings

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
(Steering Committee)

TIME TABLE
31/05/’16 Abstract submission
30/06/’16 Abstract acceptance
30/09/’16 Full paper submission
30/11/’16 Review comments
31/01/’17 Final paper submission

Instructions for submission of abstracts and papers will be given in due time on the conference website.

MORE INFORMATION:
XIV DBMC
www.dbmc2017.ugent.be
Conference Secretariat
Mrs. Marijke Reunes
DBMC2017@ugent.be
Magnel Laboratory for Concrete Research, Ghent University, Belgium

SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE
Will be announced later